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We live in a digital era and fast-paced world with a lot of demands and calls for our full attention. Our lives are really busy
and we adopt roles and operate in ways we think and believe we are expected to. The roles we ‘play’ however are often
determined by others and/or external circumstances. We accept them without questioning if this is really what we want.

Our power questions for your reflection are:

Is this the way you want things to truly be?
Do you want things to change and to start directing your life yourself?

Picture the following:

Living a life that feels good from within.
Having what you need to get through life as it happens confidently and thriving on your own terms.
Gaining more confidence in your abilities and achieving greater success personally and professionally.

What would you do differently if you knew that everything is possible?

Our Powerful Systemic Neuroscience Formula:

We, Omozua Ameze Isiramen and Karen van Hout, both
certified and experienced coaches and trainers truly care for
YOU and what you can achieve in life when you are the
CEO of Your Brain.

With your success in mind we created this unique Masterclass to serve as the missing link to achieving your goals.
We combined Systemic and Neuroscience Coaching, both evidence and science-based and proven to be
highly effective approaches to creating sustainable and long-lasting change. With this powerful formula, we take you on a
journey from dream to reality with actionable steps and a plan you can use easily and at any time you want.

A Sneak Preview of the Full-Day Masterclass:

A unique and real-time experience of overcoming
your inner barriers
Unleashing and knowing exactly what to do next – 
with head and heart
Life-time knowledge and actionable tools and
techniques
A safe and small-sized group
A great location with lunch and drinks
Leave the masterclass with courage, self-awareness
and a sustainable plan for the life you want
An empowering ‘Brain Walk’

In addition to the above, you will receive a Free Individual ‘Pre-Masterclass Meeting’ and a consolidating ‘Follow-Up
Session’ from us to deeply maximize the results you will get from the Systemic Neuroscience Masterclass  

Please Contact Us to find out how you can join
one of our sessions for the Masterclass and
book one of the seats in a live or virtual session:

Invest In Yourself and
Your Future Today

This Masterclass can be arranged for individuals and
also teams in Organisations

EMAIL: info@systemicneuroscience.com
WEBSITE: www.systemicneuroscience.com
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